Government of Andhra Pradesh  
Commissionerate of Collegiate Education  

CIRCULAR  

Sub: - Collegiate Education – Celebrations of Azadi 70 – Yaad Karo Kurbani (Freedom Fortnight) in each College - Instruction issued – Regarding.  

Ref: - 1. Memo No.5175/MC/A1/2016-1, dated 08.08.2016 (Copy enclosed)  
2. D.O.No.M.11011/02/2016-CDN(Pt.2), dated 02.08.20116 (Copy enclosed)  

*****  
The attention of the Principals of all the Degree Colleges in the state is drawn to the subject cited above and as per the instructions of Principal Secretary, Higher Education, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh and MHRD, New Delhi, vide cited (1) & (2), all the Degree Colleges in the state has to celebrate Azadi 70 – Yaad Karo Kurbani (Freedom Fortnight) in each College to commemorate Indian freedom fighters in a befitting manner. The celebrations may also cover the events of Freedom Movement of 1857 and the Independence Struggle.  

The activities of Azadi 70 - Yaad Karo Kurbani:  

Common for all  
1. A mass recitation of the National Anthem by all students in the institution at 11.00 AM on Tuesday 23rd August which is the terminal day of the fortnight long celebrations.  

Choice (at least one activity from the following)  
2. Paint greeting cards for jawans posted at the border stations. These could be sent to the nearest or any APO for forwarding to the jawans.  
3. A mass tree plantation drive which could inculcate the idea of sustainable development among the students.  
4. Invite persons who can talk to the students regarding the freedom movement of 1857 and the Independence Struggle.  
5. Painting competition  
6. Elocution competition  
7. Freedom run  
8. Essay writing and Poem writing competition  
9. Play with freedom movement as theme  
10. Slogan writing competition  
11. Patriotic songs singing competition  
12. Participative workshops  
13. Seminars on the theme of Independence Struggle  
14. Dramatic and musical performances  
15. Visits to local landmarks commemorating freedom struggle.  

In this connection all the Principals of Degree Colleges in the state are instructed to commemorate the event and send a short report on the action taken in this regard by 23rd August, 2016 to drc.apce@gmail.com and please contact M.Vishnu Prakash, Academic Officer, Mob: 9440867324.  
(This has the approval of the Commissioner)  

Joint Director of Collegiate Education  

To  
The Principals of all Identified Degree Colleges in the State  
The Principals of all Degree Colleges in the State  
Copy to RJDCEs of Rajamundry, Guntur and Kadapa  
Copy to the Principal Secretary, Higher Education Department, Govt. of A.P.